SPECIAL OFFER: FREE CL ASSROOM SKYPE
WI T H SAMPSON DAVI S, CO-AU T HOR OF
T H E N E W YO R K T I M E S B E S T S E L L E R T H E PAC T
If your school is selected for a 30-minute Skype
session with the author, topics will include:
✚

Necessary Ingredients to Success: The Three D’s:
Dedication, Determination and Discipline
✚

✚

Living and Dying in Brick City: Davis will speak
about his own life and journey

Students can submit questions before the session
using the Twitter hashtag #AskSampson
✚

Living and Dying in Brick City
Stories from the Front Lines
of an Inner-City E.R.
by Sampson Davis, M.D. with Lisa Frazier Page

M

a message from the author:

y latest book, Living and Dying in Brick City: An ER Doctor
Returns Home is my way of giving back to the many
educators who helped me escape the thought that education
wasn’t for me and the belief that I wasn’t good enough. You have
both championed and inspired me—and I thank you.
My book encompasses the philosophy of reaching each
student with a level of creativity and a touch of reality. It is part
memoir, medical, self-help, and entertainment with solutions
and strategies following each chapter. Brick City captures the
imagination of students in any number of disciplines, including
science, medicine, African American studies, sociology, history,
philosophy, law, creative writing, sports, business, management,
and politics.
As a doctor who practices medicine in his hometown, I always
look to share stories that tie into students’ lives and learning experiences, both in and out of the classroom, which will help them
to navigate the world better prepared and equipped to understand
and handle the multilayered complexities of life’s scenarios. Educators and readers alike tell me Brick City does just that, bringing
together health, community, science, history, religion, business,
friendship, family, hope, and ultimately humanity.
My goal is to inspire each and every student to reach the
highest level possible. I have talked about my life journey and
books at hundreds of schools nationwide and have appeared as a
guest on numerous television and radio programs. I understand
the importance of being an engaging, motivational speaker, and
students listen and are inspired because they know I have lived
through the obstacles and challenges they are facing. They know
that if I was able to overcome and overpower, then so can they.
I look forward to visiting more schools and feel confident in
saying, Living and Dying in Brick City: An ER Doctor Returns Home
delivers an incredible read for any common reading experience.

A riveting personal exploration of the healthcare
crisis facing inner-city communities, written by an
emergency room physician who grew up in the very
neighborhood he is now serving.
Spiegel & Grau ✚ HC ✚ 978-1-4000-6994-1
256pp. ✚ $25.00/$29.95 (Canada)
Paperback available on February 4, 2014.
Spiegel & Grau ✚ TR ✚ 978-0-8129-8234-3
256pp. ✚ $16.00/$19.00 (Canada)
E-book: 978-0-679-60518-8 ✚ $12.99/$14.99 (Canada)
✚

Sampson Davis was born and raised in
Newark, New Jersey. He is a board-certified
emergency medicine physician and coauthor of the New York Times bestsellers
The Pact, We Beat the Street, and The Bond.
He is the youngest physician to receive
the National Medical Association’s highest
honor, the Scroll of Merit. He is a recipient
of Essence and BET humanitarian awards and was named
by Essence as one of the forty most inspirational African
Americans. He is a founder of the Three Doctors Foundation
and practices medicine in New Jersey.
www.drsampsondavis.com
✚

To request an introductory Skype visit with Sampson Davis
in November/December 2013, go to: http://tiny.cc/ruhp1w
and fill out the complete form. Skypes are
limited and subject to author’s availability.
To inquire about an in-person speaking engagement,
please contact the Random House Speakers Bureau at
(212) 572-2013 or rhspeakers@randomhouse.com.

